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Abstract
The external globus pallidus (GPe) is an integrative hub and gateway for behavioral �exibility in reward-
related behaviors. However, it remains unknown whether enriched astrocytes in the GPe guide behavioral
�exibility. Here, we trained mice to exhibit goal-directed and habitual reward-seeking behaviors using the
behavior tasks with effort- and time-based reward delivery, respectively. Then, we examined the temporal
dynamics of GPe astrocytes during goal-directed and habitual learning. Overall, GPe astrocytes were
substantially silenced during habitual learning compared to goal-directed learning. In the timescale of
action events, GPe astrocyte activities were increased immediately after termination of reward-taking
behavior before the following action. However, during habitual learning, the increase of astrocyte activity
was not evident. Moreover, support vector machine (SVM) analysis demonstrated that GPe astrocytes
dynamics predicted whether mice perform goal-directed or habitual behaviors. Interestingly,
chemogenetic activation of GPe astrocytes, which dampened GPe neuronal �rings and habitual
behaviors, exhibting goal-directed behaviors. Strikingly, brief and repeated attentional stimulations
recapitulated the effect of chemogenetic activation of GPe in intervening the habitual reward-seeking
behaviors with increased GPe astrocyte activities. Our �ndings reveal a novel insight that increasing GPe
astrocytic activities attenuates habitual behavior and improves behavioral �exibility, which may provide a
potential therapeutic target for decision-making-related disorders, such as obsessive-compulsive disorder
and addiction.

Introduction
Upon repetition of goal-directed behavior, brain circuits routinize the information processing as a habit,
which is in�uenced less by executive functions and cost-effective in procuring the desired outcome
serving an energy-saving autopilot system 1. The ability to coordinate goal-directed and habitual controls
can determine behavioral �exibility. However, a maladaptive habit with recurring and detrimental
outcomes often develops with decision-making disorders, such as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD),
substance and alcohol use disorders 2, 3.

In the striatopallidal circuits, the external globus pallidus (GPe) has been considered an integrative hub
for the behavioral �exibility in reward-related behaviors because it coordinates the top-down
neurotransmission from the two distinctive dorsal striatum regions, dorsomedial and dorsolateral
striatum (DMS and DLS), the central neural substrates for goal-directed and habitual reward-seeking
behaviors, respectively 4–7. Indeed, the GPe redistributes the dorsal striatal inhibitory GABAergic tone and
signals through the fast-spiking prototypical and slow-spiking arkypallidal neurons in the GPe to the
downstream brain regions 8–10. Interestingly, recent studies demonstrate that the GPe harbors abundant
astrocytes, which is distinguishable to the neighboring brain regions, and its astrocytes directly modulate
the neuronal activities in the GPe, leading to the consequent behavioral changes 11, 12. However, the role
of GPe astrocytes in goal-directed and habitual action strategies remains to be determined.
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We utilized the two operant behavior tasks contingent upon effort- or time-based reward (10 µl of 20%
sucrose solution) delivery to establish goal-directed and habitual action selections. Then, we employed in
vivo calcium imaging to probe temporal dynamics of GPe astrocytes during goal-directed and habitual
learnings. We validated whether GPe astrocyte dynamics contain information about the subject's
behavior task type using the machine learning approach. Lastly, we determined whether the promotion of
the calcium signaling in GPe astrocytes adapted by habitual learning attenuates the habitual reward-
seeking behaviors.

Results
Learning with loose A-O contingency drives habitual seeking behavior. Goal-directed behaviors and habits
can be quickly and e�ciently developed by the random ratio (RR) task with effort-based reward delivery
and the random interval (RI) task with time-based reward delivery 4. We used sucrose solution as a reward
since it has an intense rewarding effect in mice, especially in operant conditioning 13–15. Upon nose-poke
in an active hole, 10 µl of 20% sucrose solution was immediately delivered in the magazine through an
automated syringe as we previously described 16–18.

Firstly, we trained mice to acquire action (nose-poke)-outcome (reward in the magazine) contingency in
an operant chamber through 4 days of FR1 (�xed ratio 1) conditioning. The two randomly assigned
groups showed similar nose-poking behaviors [Supplementary Fig. 1a, two-way RM ANOVA, nose-poke
rate, F(1,13) = 0.092, p = 0.767; Supplementary Fig. 1b, two-way RM ANOVA, discrimination ratio, F(1,13) = 
0.030, p = 0.865; Supplementary Fig. 1c, session duration, two-way RM ANOVA, F(1,13) = 0.878, p = 0.366;
Supplementary Fig. 1d, latency to magazine, two-way RM ANOVA, F(1,13) = 1.843, p = 0.198; n = 8/RR, n = 
7/RI groups] and the repeated FR1 tasks facilitated operant behaviors [Supplementary Fig. 1d, 1st vs. 4th
session, two-way RM ANOVA, F(1.923,25) = 33.84, p = 0.016 for RR, p = 0.002 for RI, n = 8/RR, n = 7/RI
groups].

After mice completed the FR1 conditioning, mice were subjected to the RR and RI schedules (Fig. 1a-c). At
the last session of each RR or RI schedule, mice behaved with higher action-outcome (A-O) contingency
during the RR task compared to the RI task (Fig. 1d, Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.009) and this RR task
resulted in goal-directed behavior (Fig. 1e, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.016, n = 8), but the RI task developed
habitual seeking behavior (Fig. 1e, two-tailed Wilcoxon test, p = 0.672, n = 7). Besides, A-O contingencies
during the RR and RI tasks were negatively correlated with the habit index of the evaluation test (Fig. 1f,
Spearman correlation coe�cient r = -0.600, p = 0.020, n = 15). Thus, these results indicate that goal-
directed or habitual learning may adjust an action strategy to procure the reward depending on the RR
and RI schedules.

GPe astrocytes show distinct dynamics during learnings for goal-directed behavior and habit. The GPe is
the integrative hub for goal-directed and habitual action selections and highly contains GFAP proteins
(Supplementary Fig. 2a), indicating an abundance of astrocytes 11, 12. Thus, we sought to characterize
temporal astrocytic dynamics in the GPe during the goal-directed and habitual learnings. We used mice
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with GFAP promotor-driven GCaMP6s expression. We recorded intracellular calcium imaging at the last
session of the RR and RI tasks, where goal-directed behaviors and habits were assumably estimated to be
su�ciently learned (Supplementary Fig. 2b). As expected, mice’s operant performances highly
represented the behavioral task rules at both task conditions (Supplementary Fig. 2c-f, n = 282/RR, n = 
66/RI groups).

In operant conditioning, we analyzed a total of 6 behavior events: whether mice perform a nose-poke that
gives a reward (rNP) or a nose-poke without a reward (nrNP), whether mice entered the magazine with the
reward (Mentry R+) or without the reward (Mentry R-), and whether mice exit magazine after reward
consumption (Mexit R+) or without reward experience (Mexit R-) (Fig. 2a). Then, we collected mice’s
behavior and �ber-photometry data from the pro-8 seconds and the post-8 seconds (total of 16 s, 480
frames) around the behavioral event. All data sets from one mouse were averaged and expressed as n = 
1. Also, to analyze nose-poking behavior across time in the session, a bin was created with 2 seconds (60
frames) as one block (Fig. 2a).

Firstly, we con�rmed that mice trained with the RR20 or RI120 task performed distinct reward-seeking and
-taking behaviors at the last session of RR and RI schedules (Supplementary Fig. 3a-f top for reward-
seeking behavior; Supplementary Fig. 3a-f bottom for reward-taking behavior; n = 6/group). Moreover, the
RR task showed a higher seeking-taking association compared to the RI task in all the behavioral events
except for magazine entry without reward (Supplementary Fig. 3g) as well as throughout the session
(Supplementary Fig. 3h). Besides, the seeking-taking association showed positive correlation with A-O
contingency (Supplementary Fig. 3i, Spearman correlation coe�cient r = 0.811, p = 0.002, n = 12). This
indicates that mice may seek the reward to acquire the reward in learning for goal-directed behavior,
whereas mice may seek the reward regardless of the presence of the reward in habit learning.

Based on these distinct behavioral performances between the goal-directed behavior and habit learnings,
we examined GPe astrocyte dynamics surrounding the tasks and behavioral events. Throughout the 6
behavior events, mice showed an increase in GPe astrocyte dynamics during the RR20 task compared to
the RI120 task [Fig. 2b (left) for rewarded nose-poke, F(1,10) = 8.565, p = 0.015; Fig. 2b (right) for non-
rewarded nose-poke, F(1,10) = 9.136, p = 0.013; Fig. 2e (left) for magazine entry with reward, F(1,10) = 
12.16, p = 0.006; Fig. 2e (right) for magazine entry without reward, F(1,10) = 29.21, p < 0.001; Fig. 2h (left)
for magazine exit with reward, F(1,10) = 7.396, p = 0.022; Fig. 2h (right) for magazine exit without reward,
F(1,10) = 24.18, p = 0.001; two-way RM ANOVA, n = 6/group]. However, comparison of GPe astrocyte
dynamics between before and after the rewarded (Fig. 2c, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.156 for RR, p = 0.219 for RI,
n = 6/group) and non-rewarded nose-poking behaviors (Fig. 2c, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.063 for RR, p = 0.313
for RI, n = 6/group) showed non-signi�cance. Interestingly, the changes in GPe astrocyte dynamics
appeared at the initiation and termination of reward-taking behavior. GPe astrocyte dynamics were
reduced when mice entered the magazine [Fig. 2f, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.031 for RR Mentry (R+), RR Mentry

(R-), and RI Mentry (R-)]. GPe astrocytic dynamics were largely changed more when mice experienced
reward [Fig. 2g, two-way ANOVA, F(1,21) = 14.82, p = 0.001, n = 6/group], whereas GPe astrocyte dynamics
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were highly increased when mice exit from the magazine [Fig. 2i, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.031 for RR Mexit

(R+), RI Mexit (R+), and RR Mexit (R-), n = 6/group; Fig. 2j, two-way ANOVA, F(1,21) = 33.40, p < 0.001, n = 
6/group]. Moreover, the changes of GPe astrocyte dynamics with reward experience were greater than
those without reward experience when mice showed magazine entry [Fig. 2g, two-way ANOVA, F(1,21) = 
14.82, p = 0.001, n = 6/group] and exit [Fig. 2j, two-way ANOVA, F(1,21) = 33.40, p < 0.001; n = 6/group] but
not for nose-poke [Fig. 2d, two-way ANOVA, F(1,21) = 1.759, p = 0.199; n = 6/group]. These results show
that GPe astrocyte dynamics may be closely related to reward-taking behaviors and habit learning, with
the reductions in A-O contingency and association between reward-seeking and -taking behaviors
resulting in silenced GPe astrocyte dynamics.

Predictable goal-directed action selection by using GPe astrocyte dynamics. Next, we employed a support
vector machine (SVM), an optimal neural network with minimal risk of over�tting 19, to identify whether
the astrocytic activity in the GPe can predict which type of action selection mice performed. To
accommodate the temporal dynamics of GPe astrocyte, as opposed to the average value of GPe
astrocytic activities, we utilized all the trials of the RR and RI tasks. In addition, the time window was set
to 1 second before and after the behavioral events to focus on task-driven changes in event-related GPe
astrocyte dynamics. Overall, we were able to successfully differentiate temporal patterns of GPe
astrocyte between the RR and RI tasks for all the behavioral events (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Table 1).
Especially, GPe astrocyte activity patterns at the magazine exit highly predicted the types of learning
tasks [Fig. 3b; posthoc Dunn’s test after Kruskal-Wallis test; p < 0.001 for accuracy, sensitivity, and
speci�city (NP vs. Mexit, Mentry vs. Mexit); n = 1600/comparison]. These results suggest that GPe astrocyte
activities are a good predictor of action selection underlying goal-directed learning.

Chemogenetic activation of GPe astrocytes reduced habitual seeking behaviors. Since we observed that
habit learning might reduce the Ca2+ signals in the GPe astrocytes, parallelly with the reduction in A-O
contingency, we sought to examine whether enhancing the astrocyte activity in the GPe could attenuate
the habitual reward-seeking behaviors. We used chemogenetics to manipulate cellular activity in a cell-
type-speci�c manner.

First, we injected the GFAP promoter-dependent hM3Dq-expressing virus into the GPe of mice and
implanted optic cannula into the GPe (Fig. 4a). For comparison, we prepared the control group where
GFAP promoter-driven mCherry-expressing virus was delivered (Fig. 4b) so that we performed three
controls (vehicle in mCherry mice, C21 in mCherry mice, and the vehicle in hM3Dq mice) for in vivo
calcium imaging and behavioral experiments. Four to �ve weeks after the virus delivery, we validated
whether C21 treatment increases intracellular calcium ion levels in GPe astrocytes using in vivo calcium
imaging. C21 (3 mg/kg, i.p.) increased the average �uorescence intensity in hM3Dq mice, but not in
mCherry mice (Fig. 4b, c, Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.008 for hM3Dq mice, p = 0.540 for mCherry mice, n = 
5/group). Furthermore, we assessed behavior 30 min after systemic injection of either vehicle or C21. C21
did not alter locomotor activity in the open �eld [Fig. 4d, two-way ANOVA, F(1,11) = 0.775, p = 0.397, n = 
7/hM3Dq, n = 6/mCherry group], although GPe governs motor-related behaviors 20, 21.
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In operant conditioning, we developed a habit and goal-directed behavior by using RI and RR schedules,
respectively. And then, we performed the evaluation tests (Fig. 4e). As we expected, the RR schedule
yielded a reduction of the habitual behavior index (100% of the index indicates intact habit) (Fig. 4f,
Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.001, n = 14/RR, n = 30/RI groups). C21 treatment reduced habit index after the RI
task in GPe hM3Dq-expressing mice compared to vehicle treatment, but not after the RR task (Fig. 4g,
Wilcoxon test, p = 0.079 for RR, p = 0.029 for RI, n = 14/RR, n = 21/RI groups). Consistently, C21 treatment
in hM3Dq mice exhibited a signi�cant difference of nose-poking behaviors between the valued and
devalued states similar to the behaviors in vehicle-treated hM3Dq mice after the RR schedule (Fig. 4h,
Wilcoxon test, p < 0.001 for VEH and C21 groups, n = 14/group). In contrast, C21 treatment in hM3Dq
mice showed outcome value-dependent �exible changes in nose-poking behaviors, which were not
observed in vehicle-treated hM3Dq mice after the RI schedule (Fig. 4i, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.663 for VEH
groups, p = 0.026 for C21 groups, n = 21/group). Such drastic changes were observed speci�c to hM3Dq
mice whereas mCherry mice with vehicle or C21 treatment did not display after the RI task
(Supplementary Fig. 4a, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.945; Supplementary Fig. 4b, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.969 for VEH
groups, p = 0.445 for C21 groups; n = 8/groups). Therefore, these results indicate that GPe astrocyte
activation may dampen habitual seeking behavior.

Activity increase in GPe astrocytes reduces GPe neuronal activities. Previous studies have demonstrated
that astrocytic Gq-GPCRs induce calcium in�ux, promoting the direct astrocyte-neuron interaction and
results in temporal activity changes in the surrounded neurons and their circuits 22–24. Interestingly,
previous research reported that the neuronal responses induced by the astrocytic activation depend on
their neuronal characteristics 18, 25, 26. Thus, we examined how the astrocyte activation via modi�ed Gq-
pathway GPCRs (chemogenetic hM3Dq) affects neighbor GPe neurons. To preserve the cellular structure
of the recorded neurons and surrounding astrocytes expressing chemogenetic GPCRs, we performed in
vivo electrophysiological recordings with the mice expressing GFAP promoter-driven hM3Dq in the GPe
(Fig. 5a). The expression of hM3Dq did not affect the spontaneous �ring rates of GPe neurons
(Supplementary Fig. 5a, Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.387; Supplementary Fig. 5b, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
p = 0.566; n = 49/mCherry, n = 46/hM3Dq groups).

Importantly, systemic application of C21 (3 mg/kg, i.p.) reduced the spontaneous �ring rates of GPe
neurons of mice expressing astrocytic hM3Dq, compared to those without hM3Dq expression (Fig. 5b-c,
two-way ANOVA, F(1,93) = 43.13, p = 0.075; Fig. 5d, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.001; n = 49/mCherry, n 
= 46/hM3Dq groups) at the time point we assessed animal behaviors. This reduction of �ring was
generally observed independent of the basal �ring frequencies of the neurons (Fig. 5e, Spearman
correlation, p = 0.372; Fig. 5f, Spearman correlation, p = 0.494; n = 49/mCherry, n = 46/hM3Dq groups),
unlike the signi�cant positive correlations between �ring rates before and after C21 application in both
groups (Supplementary Fig. 6a, Spearman correlation, p < 0.001; Supplementary Fig. 6b, Spearman
correlation, p < 0.001; n = 49/mCherry, n = 46/hM3Dq groups). These results suggest that the astrocytic
activation reduce the overall GPe neuronal activities, regardless of their neuronal characteristics.
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Attentional stimulation reduces habitual seeking behaviors. Vigilance is a state of readiness to respond to
certain state changes 27. Since habit is often associated with insensitivity to environmental changes 4, we
hypothesized that attentional stimulation may awake the cognitive states, which were implicitly silenced
while learning the optimal behavior routine in the RI tasks, incorporating time-based reward delivery.

To check the relationship between vigilance with attentional stimulation and GPe astrocyte activities, we
recorded in vivo Ca2+ imaging in GPe astrocytes and neurons (Fig. 6a). First, we dropped the ball in a
parabola style to touch the mouse face to induce the vigilance state arti�cially (Fig. 6a). We employed
GFAP-Cre/GCaMP6s mice for GPe astrocytes and viral hSyn-GCaMP6s mice for neurons. Retrograde viral
hSyn-GCaMP6s-tdTomato injected into the dorsal striatum was expressed in the GPe (Fig. 6b, n = 
32/group). Here, we observed that attentional stimulation enhanced intracellular Ca2+ levels in GPe
astrocytes and neurons (Fig. 6c, Wilcoxon test, p < 0.001, n = 32/group).

Next, to con�rm that attentional stimulation does not integrate any side effects can intervene the operant
behavior, we conducted brief stimulation for 4 min and evaluated whether attentional stimulation alters
locomotion or induces anxiety-like behavior (Fig. 6d). We concluded that attentional stimulation did
neither change locomotor activities (Fig. 6e, two-way ANOVA, F(1,11) = 0.713, p = 0.417; Fig. 6f, Mann-
Whitney test, p = 0.628; n = 7/Ctrl, n = 6/Stim groups), nor induce anxiety-like behavior (Fig. 6g, Mann-
Whitney test, p = 0.836, n = 7/Ctrl, n = 6/Stim groups).

After the operant conditioning with the RI task, 8 times of attentional stimulation for 4 min before the
extinction test reduced habit index compared to the no stimulation group (Fig. 6h, i, Wilcoxon test, p < 
0.001, n = 9/groups). In addition, the stimulation group showed the reduction of nose-poke rate to
devalued state, which was not observed in the no stimulation group (Fig. 6j, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.410 for
Ctrl groups, p = 0.020 for Stim groups, n = 9/groups). These results demonstrated that attentional
stimulation might reduce habitual reward-seeking behavior and manifest goal-directed behavior by
reactivating the cognitive states related to vigilance.

Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated that activation of GPe astrocyte activities attenuates habitual reward-
seeking behaviors. Using Cre-dependent astrocyte-speci�c calcium dynamics, we showed that GPe
astrocyte activities are correlated with critical behavioral events in an operant chamber. Also, our
prediction model elucidated that the pattern of GPe astrocyte activities can predict whether mice are
exhibiting goal-directed or habitual learning. We veri�ed that activation of GPe astrocytes dampens the
GPe neuronal activities. Furthermore, both chemogenetic activation and attentional stimulation increase
GPe astrocyte activities and facilitate the transition from habitual to goal-directed behaviors.

Although the GPe is classically considered a component of the motor-suppressing indirect pathway 28–30,
it is also attributed to non-motor functions such as addiction 31, reward learning and prediction 32–35, and
sleep 36, 37. Remarkably, the GPe is an essential nucleus for action selection within basal ganglia circuits
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29, 38, 39. Of note, agreeing with our �nding, several previous studies con�rmed that astrocytes are highly
enriched in the GPe 11, 40–42, implying a crucial role of astrocytes in the GPe. Especially, considering that
at least three different types of GABAergic neurons, denoted arkypallidal (Arky)-GPe, LIM homeobox 6
(Lhx 6)-GPe and parvalbumin (PV)-GPe neurons, are having unique feedforward or feedback circuits 8–10,
the role of GPe astrocytes is critical for accurate regulation of behavioral �exibility. While previous studies
were focused on GPe neurons or the GPe astrocytes on movement function or disorders, our current study
reveals the role of GPe astrocytes in reward-seeking behaviors. Notably, we found that GPe astrocyte
activities are sensitively increased upon magazine exit when mice were exhibiting goal-directed reward-
seeking (random ratio schedule, RR). By contrast, the GPe astrocyte activities are silenced during habitual
reward-seeking (random interval schedule, RI) behaviors. Since mice may need to decide the next action
(going back to nose-poke, re-try to visit the magazine, or spending time without speci�c reward-related
action), especially when they failed in procuring the expected reward, increased GPe astrocyte activities
may re�ect the action selection activities in goal-directed behaviors to maximize the reward collection
through updating action-outcome contingency.

On the other hand, dampened GPe astrocyte activities during habitual reward-seeking may indicate that
mice have no clear direction to choose the next action. Our �ndings show that activation of GPe
astrocytes decreases GPe neuronal activities, suggesting that GPe neuronal activities are decreased
during goal-directed and increased during habitual behavior. Our previous study demonstrated that
enhanced astrocyte activities in the dorsomedial striatum (DMS) reduced GPe neuronal activities and
abolished habitual reward-seeking behaviors similar to this study 18. Based on direct and indirect BG
circuits, decreased GPe neuronal activities will yield increased excitatory glutamatergic STN activities on
GPi, which may result in potentiating GPi activities 4, 43, 44. Also, our �nding suggests that goal-directed
behaviors or behavioral �exibility require inhibition of continuous momentum of behaviors or tendency to
resist to form a stimulus-response association (Supplementary Fig. 7). Although our study focuses on the
GPe, which receives GABAergic inputs from the dorsal striatum, both the nucleus accumbens core and
shell are critical for goal-directed and habitual learning and behaviors 45, 46. Therefore, additional
researches are required to delineate the circuit-speci�c regulation of reward-seeking behaviors.

The GPe integrates divergent neural circuits for information processing to predict and perform motor and
reward-related actions 35. The GPe receives not only GABAergic input from the dorsal striatum, especially
from dopamine D2 receptor or adenosine A2A receptor-expressing medium spiny neurons (MSNs), but
also glutamatergic input from the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Also, PV-GPe neurons mainly project to
STN and parafascicular nucleus (PF) of the thalamus, while Lhx6-GPe neurons project to STN and
substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). Interestingly, Arky-GPe neurons uniquely project back to the dorsal
striatum 8, 9. Considering these complex input and output circuits of the GPe, the abundant GPe
astrocytes may serve as �ne moderators. Previously, we showed that astrocyte-driven adenosine
signaling regulates the MSNs in the DMS and habitual reward-seeking behaviors 18. On the other hand,
GPe neurons and astrocytes are expressing several receptors including glutamate, dopamine, and
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adenosine receptors 47–49. Thus, further molecular studies will reveal the precise role of astrocytes in
moderating the GPe circuit-dependent activities.

As previously described 17, 18, we utilized sucrose as a reward. After fasting, mice are highly motivated to
seek out sucrose, which facilitates the operant learning 14. Although sucrose is not fully representing the
addictive drugs 50, sucrose has common rewarding and reinforcing properties as substance abuse,
especially in rodents 15, 51. Thus, our research is highly relevant to addiction since the hallmark of
addiction is an impaired ability to stop or control the substance or non-substance activities, which is
attributed to the progressive dominance of habits over goal-directed behaviors 52, 53. Habits are a state of
insensitive to outcome devaluation or degradation of action-outcome contingency 54, as we measured the
difference between valued and devalued nose-poking behaviors during the extinction period. In this
assessment, the de�cit of inhibition of unnecessary or counter-productive behavior is mainly attributed to
maladaptive habitual behavior as a behavioral in�exibility, which can develop to or overlap with
compulsive reward-seeking behaviors when reinforcement of reward becomes insensitive to costs or
negative consequences 2, 55. In this striatum-focused perspective, a transition from ventral (reinforcement
and motivation), to dorsomedial (goal-directed), to dorsolateral (habitual) striatum 2, 55 implies
progressive development of addictive behaviors56. As we observed in our study, the dampened GPe
astrocyte activities during habit formation with random interval schedules may potentiate GPe neuronal
activities and thereby weaken the glutamatergic STN neurons to GPi, which shift to disinhibition of GPi
inputs to the thalamus as strengthening the direct MSNs pathway. Notably, the uncontrollable habits and
de�cit of behavioral �exibility are viewed as compulsions 6, 57, 58. However, several experimental and
theoretical studies disagree with the progressive transition from goal-directed to habitual-reward seeking
behaviors and emphasize the excessive goal-directed behaviors as addiction 56, 59, 60. Importantly,
imbalance of goal-directed and habits are traits, not the addiction itself, but leading to a more visible
addictive component such as decision-making 61. Impairment of behavioral �exibility in regard to
balancing goal-directed and habits are implicated in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 62, 63 or ritual
behaviors 58 as well. Then, how do goal-directed or habitual reward-seeking behaviors in�uence the
choice depending on contexts or cues? What are the other nuclei or circuits being able to modify or
determine the decision-making process engaging infralimbic cortex 64–66 or orbitofrontal cortex 67–69?
For these, future studies will provide more precise answers. At least, however, our present study
demonstrated that GPe astrocyte activities intervene in the critical transition between goal-directed and
habitual reward-seeking behaviors.

We employed the support vector machine (SVM) to generate prediction models based on six different
behavioral components [3 behavioral events (nose-poke, magazine entry, and magazine exit) x 2
conditions (R + and R-)] and correlated to real-time GPe astrocyte activities measured by �ber-photometry
with GCaMP6s. SVM is one of the most widely used machine learning algorithms for classi�cation and
regression because their predictions do not suffer from over�tting in the structural risk minimization
sense 19, 70. Our SVM model helped us elucidate the role of GPe astrocyte encoding behavioral types
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(goal-directed and habitual behaviors). To our understanding, this is the �rst report dissecting the
behavioral components (goal-directed and habitual) aligned with temporal and spatial cell-speci�c
activities (GPe astrocytes). In this study, we manually labeled all the behavioral components in the
recorded video to compare them with GPe astrocyte activities. Recently, automated video tracking
systems and various software allow detecting the behavioral components 71 for more detailed behavioral
components 72, 73. Importantly, machine-learning algorithms can make more precise predictions if they
bene�t from data generated through dissection of behavioral components with high temporal resolutions
and cell-speci�c neuronal and non-neuronal activities using endomicroscopy or �ber-photometry.

Goal-directed behavior requires attention and vigilance to modify their actions based on the outcome
while habit demands less attention 74–76. After con�rming that chemogenetic activation of GPe
astrocytes abolished the habitual reward-seeking behaviors, we also found that attentional stimulation
can increase GPe astrocytes and dampen the habitual reward-seeking. In rats, sustained temporal
attention prevents habit formation in an operant chamber 77. Since vigilance is commonly de�ned as
sustained attention or tonic alertness 27, 78, 79, brief intervention to increase vigilance may be effective to
disrupt an automatic or inattentive routine of repeating the same behaviors. For visual and spatial
attention as we employed, the basal ganglia are one of the central regions involved in vigilance and
attention 80. Not surprisingly, other brain regions are attributed to visual attention including the visual
cortex, prefrontal cortex, and thalamus 81. Thus, further studies are warranted to clarify whether our
attention stimulation approach changes the astrocytes and neuronal activities in other brain regions.

In summary, our study demonstrated that GPe astrocyte activities are reduced during habit learning.
Chemogenetic and attention stimulation can prevent habitual reward-seeking, at least partly through
activation of GPe astrocyte. This novel �nding may help to treat maladaptive habit-related disorders such
as addiction and obsessive-compulsive disorders.
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Methods
Animals. All experimental procedures were approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee and performed following NIH guidelines. C57BL/6J mice and bi-transgenic GFAP-Cre (Stock
No. 024098) /GCaMP6s (Stock No. 028866) mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor,
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ME). Mice were housed in standard Plexiglas cages. The colony room was maintained at a constant
temperature (24 ± 1°C) and humidity (60 ± 2%) with a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 07:00 A.M.). We
used 8- to 10-week-old male mice for all experiments. Mice were allowed ad libitum access to food and
water. For the operant conditioning tests, mice were food restricted to 85% of their baseline weight, at
which time they were maintained for the duration of experimental procedures.

Microsurgery and chemogenetics. Mice were anesthetized with iso�urane (1.5% in oxygen gas) with the
VetFlo™ vaporizer with a single-channel anesthesia stand (Kent Scienti�c Corporation, Torrington, CT)
and placed on the digital stereotaxic alignment system (Model 1900; David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga,
CA). Hair was trimmed and the skull was exposed using an 8-gauge electrosurgical skin cutter (KLS
Martin, Jacksonville, FL). The skull was leveled using a dual tilt measurement tool. Holes were drilled in
the skull at the appropriate stereotaxic coordinates. For chemogenetics, viruses were infused unilaterally
to the GPe (AP -0.46 mm, ML +2.0 mm, DV -3.2 mm from bregma) at 100 nl/min for 3 min through a 33-
gauge injection needle (cat #NF33BV; World Precision Instruments) using a micro-syringe pump (Model
UMP3; World Precision Instruments). For in vivo Ca2+ imaging of GPe neurons, the virus was infused
unilaterally to the DLS (AP +0.6 mm, ML +2.4 mm, DV -3.1 mm from bregma) at 100 nl/min for 5 min
through a 33-gauge injection needle using a micro-syringe pump. The injection needle remained in place
for an additional 6 min following the end of the injection. Following stereotaxic surgery, we injected
buprenorphine sustained-release LAB (1 mg/kg, s.c.; ZooPharm, Laramie, WY, USA) to alleviate post-
surgery pain. Mice were utilized for the experiments 4-5 wk after the virus injection. We injected viruses at
following titers: AAV5-GFAP-mCherry, 1.6 X 1013 GC/ml (Vector Biolabs, Malvern, PA); AAV5-GFAP-hM3Dq-
mCherry, 1.2 X 1013 GC/ml; AAVr-hSyn1-GCamP6s-P2A-nls-dTomato, 9.0 X 1012 GC/ml. AAV-GFAP-
hM3Dq-mCherry was a gift from Bryan Roth (Addgene viral prep #50478-AAV5;
http://n2t.net/addgene:50478; RRID: Addgene_50478). AAV-hSyn1-GCaMP6s-P2A-nls-dTomato was a gift
from Jonathan Ting (Addgene viral prep #51084-AAVrg; http://n2t.net/addgene:51084; RRID:
Addgene_51084). We purchased compound 21 from Hello Bio (Princeton, NJ). 

Behavioral experiments. 1) Operant conditioning. The operant chamber consisted of an active hole, an
inactive hole, a magazine, a house light, a speaker, and a cue light at each nose port. Reward (20%
sucrose solution) was presented to the liquid receptacle in the magazine once per reward signal by a
syringe pump. The nose-poking behavior of mice was followed by two contradicting results in some
cases. One is the case of rewarded nose-poke. When the mice did a nose-poke in the active hole, the
chamber presented tone, light from the nose port, and one reward from the magazine. On the other hand,
in the case of non-rewarded nose-poke, the chamber did not present anything, no matter how nose-poke
the mice did (Fig. 1a). The operant conditioning schedule is as follows. On the �rst day, magazine
training was performed for 30 minutes a day to learn the space of the magazine for the mice. After that,
the �xed ratio 1 (FR1) was performed for 4 sessions and 60 minutes, and if mice obtained 60 rewards, the
session was terminated regardless of the remaining time. For rapid learning of operant behavior, 10 ul of
20% sucrose was placed in the active hole as bait before the start of the FR1 session. Moreover, in two
consecutive sessions, when the average latency time from nose-poke to the magazine was less than 2
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seconds, no bait was placed in the active hole from the next session. In the last session, the fourth
session of the FR1 task, all mice performed operant behavior without prior bait presentation. Until the
fourth session of the FR1 task, if the average latency time from nose-poke to the magazine was more
than 2 s, we planned to discard that mice data. Nevertheless, no mouse was excluded. Afterward, a
random ratio (RR) schedule was performed to develop goal-directed behaviors, and a random interval (RI)
schedule was performed to form habits. The RR schedule consisted of RR2 (1 session), RR5 (2 sessions),
RR10 (3 sessions), and RR20 (2 sessions). Each task was performed for 30 minutes, and as in the FR1
task, when mice obtained 60 rewards, the session was terminated regardless of the remaining time. The
RI schedule consisted of RI30 (1 session), RI60 (3 sessions), and RI120 (4 sessions). Each task was
performed for 30 minutes, and there was no case that the session was terminated because mice obtained
60 rewards. The rules for FR1, RR, and RI tasks were as follows. In the FR1 task, only a rewarded nose-
poke exists since all nose-pokes presented one tone, cue light, and reward. In the RR task, multiple nose-
pokes were required to obtain one reward, and only the last nose-poke was a rewarded nose-poke when a
certain number of nose-pokes was reached, and all others were non-rewarded nose-pokes. The RI task
requires a certain amount of time to �ow between two rewarded nose-pokes. So, the nose-poke over time
becomes a non-rewarded nose-poke. For example, RR20 is programmed to obtain 1 reward only after
performing an average of 20 nose-pokes after a rewarded nose-poke, and RI120 is a rewarded nose-poke
and must perform a nose-poke after an average of 120 s (Fig. 1a). The timepoints of nose-poke and
magazine entry, session duration, latency time from nose-poke to magazine approach, time spent in the
magazine, and the number of nose-poke and magazine entry were recorded using the Med-PC-IV software
and time resolution was 10 ms. Discrimination ratio (%) was calculated as the number of nose-poke for
active hole divided into total numbers of nose-pokes. 

2) Evaluation test. According to sensation-speci�c satiety theory, the evaluation test was performed to
determine the goal-directed behaviors and habits of the mice through the change of the reward outcome
value. The evaluation test consists of manipulating the reward value for 60 min in the home cage, and
then the extinction test in the operant chamber for 10 min. The reward outcome value was manipulated
as follows: the valued state that was provided an unlimited food chow to make the outcome of nose-poke
valuable, and the devalued state that was provided an unlimited amount of 20% sucrose solution as
same as the reward to devaluate the outcome value. Furthermore, the evaluation test was performed after
the last sessions of FR1, RR20, and RI120. Habit index (%) = 100 - |difference in the number of nose-poke
between the valued and devalued states| / total nose-pokes in the valued and devalued states x 100. If
the habit index is 100%, it indicates the mouse may have an intact habit. The smaller the habit index is,
the more goal-directed behavior is.

3) Open-�eld test. The open-�eld test was conducted in chambers (Med Associates, St Albans, VT).
Locomotor activities in mice were recorded for 30 min and the �rst 10 min were used to measure anxiety-
like behavior. We recorded mice behaviors 30 min after drug treatment (vehicle, C21) and immediately
after the attentional stimulation period. Distance traveled was measured using beam breaks. Time spent
in open zone (%) = time spent in open zone / total time x 100.
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Attentional stimulation. We dropped a ball in a parabola style to touch the mouse face to give mice
attentional stimulation. The distance from the central axis to the ball was 10 cm and potential energy
was 0.059 Joules. We applied this stimulation once every 30 s for a total of 8 times for 4 min before the
open-�eld test and extinction test. For in vivo Ca2+ imaging, we gave mice this attentional stimulation
once every 30 s for a total of 6-8 times.

Immuno�uorescence. Brains were �xed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and
transferred to 30% sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline at 4°C for 72 hr. Brains were
then frozen in dry ice and sectioned at 40 μm using a microtome (Leica Corp., Bannockburn, IL). Brain
slices were stored at −20°C in a cryoprotectant solution containing 30% sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 30%
ethylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline. Sections were incubated in 0.2% Triton X-
100 (Sigma-Aldrich), 5% bovine serum albumin in phosphate-buffered saline for 1 h followed by
incubation with the primary antibody in 5% bovine serum albumin overnight at 4°C. Primary antibodies
that were used in the present study included mouse anti-GFAP Alexa Fluor 488 [1:100, monoclonal
immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1), #53-9892-82; Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA] antibody. After three times
of washing with phosphate-buffered saline, the sections were mounted onto a glass slide coated with
gelatin and cover-slipped with a VECTASHIELD® antifade mounting medium with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole) (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Images were obtained using an LSM 700 laser
scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Heidelberg, Germany) using a 10x lens (Fig. 2a and 3a) and a
63x water-immersion lens (Fig. 3a).

In vivo calcium imaging with �ber-photometry. We recorded the cellular calcium transients in real-time in
vivo by �ber photometry as described previously 18. Brie�y, we implanted an optic cannula (200/240 μm
diameter, 200 μm end �ber) and �xed it into the GPe (AP -0.46 mm, ML +2.0 mm, DV -3.0 mm from
bregma) of the cell-type speci�cally GCaMP6s expressing mice by stereotaxic surgery. The implanted
�ber was linked to a patch cord, allowing the light-emitting diode intensity at the interface of the �ber tip
to raged in 60 μW consistently. These output signals were projected onto a photodetector by the same
optical �ber, passed through a GFP �lter. Data analysis was performed using the CineLyzer software (Ver.
4.4, Plexon) and light intensities were measured as relative �uorescence change (ΔF/F0). ΔF/F0 (%) was
calculated relative to the signal (F0) averaged in the 3 s preceding the time alignment. The camera for
observing the mice’s performance and the camera for observing the �uorescence change of GCaMP6s
were synchronized and recorded at 30 frames per second. In operant conditioning, we recorded Ca2+

imaging in the GPe of mice during the last sessions of RR20 and RI120. For attentional stimulation, we
measured cellular calcium transient for 3-4 min. To compare calcium transients between before and after
the behavioral event, the ΔF/F0 data was averaged over the 2 seconds before or after the behavioral
event. Furthermore, to compare the difference between calcium transients before and after the behavioral
event, we subtracted averaged ΔF/F0 data before the behavioral event from averaged ΔF/F0 data after the
behavioral event. 
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In vivo electrophysiological recording. The experiments were performed as described previously 18. Brie�y,
mice, 3-4 weeks following virus injections, were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of urethane (1.5
g/kg, Sigma-Aldrich) 21 and placed horizontally on a stereotaxic frame (RWD Lifesciences, San Diego,
CA). Respiratory rate and pedal withdrawal re�ex during anesthesia were constantly monitored and the
physiological body temperature was maintained using a small animal feedback-controlled warming pad
(Kent Scienti�c Corporation, Torrington, CT). After the scalp incision, small burr holes were drilled for the
insertion of high impedance microelectrodes (Cambridge NeuroTech, Cambridge, UK). The reference wire
(Ag/AgCl, 0.03” in diameter, A-M systems) was placed in the contralateral parietal cortex.
Electrophysiological signals were digitized at 30 kHz and band-pass �ltered from 300 to 3000 Hz (RHS
2000, Intan technologies, Los Angeles, CA). The analysis was performed by a custom-written code in
MATLAB (R2019a; The MathWorks). Spike sorting was performed o�ine by superparamagnetic
clustering of wavelet coe�cients (Wave_Clus toolbox) 82. An amplitude threshold of 4 medians of the
absolute value of the signal was used for spike detection in each channel. The sorting result was then
complemented by visual inspection of waveforms, variability, and interspike-interval (ISI) distributions.
Spiking frequency was calculated in 1 s bins.

Prediction modeling. To investigate whether astrocyte activity can predict behavioral tasks (RR or RI) or
reward experience (R+ or R-), we used a support vector machine (SVM) and 4-fold cross-validation.
Average astrocyte activity during 1 s periods immediately before and after the behavior of interest
(namely NP, Mentry, and Mexit) was used as input. Data from different mice were normalized by dividing by
F0 and then pooled together (n=6). The number of labels was 2 (rewarded or non-rewarded). To balance
the dataset (3035 times of rNP and 174 times of nrNP in the RR task, 64 times of rNP and 1045 times of
nrNP in the RI task; 120 times of either Mentry or Mexit (R+) and 170 times of either Mentry or Mexit (R-) in the
RR task, 58 times of either Mentry or Mexit (R+) and 549 times of either Mentry or Mexit (R-) in the RI task), we
performed random under sampling. Random under sampling was repeated 400 times for each analysis
and an averaged performance of the SVM was calculated. We used MATLAB (version R2020a) for SVM
analyses. 

Data analysis. All data are represented as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by two-tailed Mann Whitney U
test, two-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, Kruskal-Wallis test
followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s
multiple comparisons tests, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple
comparisons tests, Spearman correlation, simple linear regression, normality test with Shapiro-Wilk test
using Prism 9.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). For the statistical signi�cance was set at p < 0.05.
Detailed statistical data with exact p values are listed in Supplemental Table S1.

To display operant behavior patterns before and after the behavioral events, we collected reward-seeking
and -taking behaviors during the last sessions of the RR20 and RI120 schedules. For reward-seeking
behavior, we calculated the accumulated numbers of nose-poke in every 2 s (a bin). Moreover, for reward-
taking behavior, we gave scores (0 if mice stayed at the magazine, otherwise 1 if mice stayed outside of
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the magazine) as the probability of reward-taking behavior in each frame (30 frames per second). For the
action-outcome (A-O) contingency, we created two behavioral data arrays from the last sessions of the
RR20 and RI120 tasks: the action array for accumulated numbers of rewarded and non-rewarded nose-
pokes and the outcome array for accumulated numbers of reward outcomes in every 60 s period 83. Then,
we calculated the Spearman r correlation coe�cient between two arrays. The A-O contingency (%) =
|Spearman r correlation coe�cient| x 100. All the r values (from 8 mice) in the RR group were positive
numbers. Three of seven mice in the RI group showed negative numbers of the r values.

For seeking-taking association, we calculated two types of the association at the last session of the RR20
and RI120 tasks: behavioral event-dependent seeking-taking association (supplementary Fig. 3g) and the
seeking-taking association throughout the session (supplementary Fig. 3h). We created two arrays: the
reward-seeking behavior array which is the accumulated numbers of total nose-poke and the reward-
taking behavior array which is the averaged probability of taking behavior in every 2 s (60 frames) or 60 s
(1800 frames) period. Every 2 s of the bin was for the behavioral event-dependent association, and every
60 s of the bin was for seeking-taking association throughout the session. Then, we calculated the
Spearman r correlation coe�cient. The seeking-taking association (%) = |Spearman r correlation
coe�cient| x 100. 

Data availability. All data are available from the authors upon reasonable request.

Code availability. All code used in this manuscript is available at https://github.com/brain-machine-
intelligence/Hong_2021. 

Figures
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Figure 1

Reduced A-O contingency after habit learning. a, Task schemes for operant conditioning. b, Experimental
schedules for operant conditioning and evaluation test. c, Nose-poking behaviors from the FR1 to RR20 or
RI120 task. d, Action-outcome (A-O) contingency in the last sessions of RR20 and RI120 tasks. e, Nose-
poke changes in the outcome evaluation tests after the RR or RI task. f, Correlation between A-O
contingency and habit index. Data represented mean ± SEM; f, shadow indicated 95% con�dence bands
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of the best-�t line; c-f, n = 8/RR group, n = 7/RI group. *p < 0.05 comparing each group. d, two-tailed
Mann-Whitney test; e, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test; f, Spearman correlation analysis. A-O,
action-outcome; DV, devalued; FR1, �xed ratio 1; MT, magazine training; RI, random interval; RR, random
ratio; V, valued.

Figure 2
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Astrocyte dynamics in the GPe during goal-directed and habitual reinforcement learning. a, Data
collection method. We collected behavior and �ber-photometry data from 8 s before each behavior event
to 8 s after each behavior event. Fluorescence changes around (b) rewarded nose-poke and non-rewarded
nose-poke, (e) magazine entry with and without reward, (h) magazine exit with and without reward during
the RR and RI tasks. Comparison of the average �uorescence change in the previous 2 s (before) and the
next 2 s (after) based on behavioral events (c, nose-poke; f, magazine entry; i, magazine exit). Difference
of �uorescence changes between before and after (d) rewarded nose-poke or non-rewarded nose-poke, (g)
magazine entry with or without reward, (j) magazine exit with or without reward. Data represented mean ±
SEM; n = 6/group. *p < 0.05 comparing each group. b, e, and h, Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons tests; c, f, and i, two-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-
rank test; d, g, and j, two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests. Mentry, magazine
entry; Mexit, magazine exit; nrNP, non-rewarded nose-poke; RI, random interval; rNP, rewarded nose-poke;
RR, random ratio; R+, with reward; R-, without reward.

Figure 3
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Predictable behavioral tasks by using GPe astrocyte dynamics of behavioral events. a, Averaged receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) curves for prediction of behavioral tasks around behavioral events (nose-
poke, magazine entry, and magazine exit). b, Comparison of accuracy, sensitivity, and speci�city among
the behavioral events. Data represented mean ± SEM; n = 1600/group. *p < 0.05 comparing nose-poke
and magazine exit groups. Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test.

Figure 4
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Effects of chemogenetic increase in GPe astrocyte activity on goal-directed behavior and habit. a,
Histological validation of viral delivery of hM3Dq in GPe astrocytes. b and c, Functional validation of GPe
astrocytic hM3Dq. d, No change in locomotor activity. e, Experimental scheme for operant conditioning. f,
Habit index after RI or RR task. g, Habit index of the vehicle (VEH) or compound 21 (3 mg/kg, i.p.; C21)
treatment group after RR or RI task. Nose-poke between valued and devalued states after h, RR or i, RI
task. Data represented mean ± SEM; c, n = 5/group, d, n = 5/group, f-i, n = 14 for RR group, 21 for RI
group. *p < 0.05 comparing each group. c and f, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test; g-i, two-tailed Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed-rank test. C21, compound 21; DV, devalued; FR1, �xed ratio 1; RR, random ratio; V,
valued; VEH, vehicle.

Figure 5

Effects of chemogenetic increase in GPe astrocyte activity on GPe neuronal activities. a, Experimental
scheme, and protein expressions of GFAP promoter-driven mCherry and NeuN. b, Relative �ring changes
along with C21 treatment (3 mg/kg, i.p.) in mice who expressed non-hM3Dq (as the mCherry group) and
hM3Dq in the GPe. c, Different �ring patterns between before and after in the hM3Dq group. d, Different
distributions of relative �ring changes after C21 treatment between the mCherry and hM3Dq groups.
Correlations between GPe neuronal �ring before C21 treatment and relative �ring changes after C21
treatment in (e) the mCherry and (f) hM3Dq groups. Data represented mean ± SEM; n = 49 from 5
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mice/mCherry group, n = 46 from 5 mice/hM3Dq group. *p < 0.05 comparing each group. b, two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple-comparisons test; d, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test; e and f, Spearman correlation analysis. C21, compound 21.

Figure 6

Effects of attentional stimulation on habits. a, Scheme for attentional stimulation. b, Activity changes of
GPe astrocytes by attentional stimulation. c, Difference of ΔF/F0 between before and after (each 2 s)
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attentional stimulation. d, Experimental scheme for an open �eld test with attentional stimulation. e and f,
No change in locomotor activity for 30 min. g, No change in anxiety-like behavior. h, Experimental scheme
for operant conditioning with attentional stimulation. i, Reduced habit index by attentional stimulation. j,
Change in nose-poke between valued and devalued states by attentional stimulation. Data represented
mean ± SEM; b and c, n = 32 from 4 mice/astrocyte group; e-g, n = 7/control group, n = 6/stimulation
group; i and j, n = 10/group. c, i, and j, *p < 0.05 comparing each group. c, i, and j, two-tailed Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed-rank test, e, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple-
comparisons test, f and g, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test. Ctrl, control; FR1, �xed ratio 1; DV, devalued
state; RI, random interval; Stim, stimulation; V, valued state.

Figure 7

Schematics summarizing the results of this present study. With goal-directed behavior, action-outcome
contingency is higher, and GPe astrocyte activity increases to plan the next action. Oppositely with the
habit, action-outcome contingency is lower, and GPe astrocyte activity is reduced. Consequently, habit
proceeds as compulsive reward-seeking. Thus, to prevent this, goal-directed behavior can be restored by
increasing GPe astrocyte activity or giving vigilance stimulation, and as a result, non-compulsive reward-
seeking can be performed to treat diseases related to addiction and maladaptive decision-making.
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